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A Kabyle Couple Prepares to Set Up House 

 
 

Algerian Arabic transcript: 
 

�  :ف�� %+4.!3 و bon --- &' ./*01!+*ل %) '& ا%$زا!  ��--- !+*%) ا%@?<= >� '& ا%$زا!  !;:& ,  ب7د 3!.45�

!+*ل %) .  ب.%? �F *%*+Ftrousseau&P وK* ب.%; بB= أ%& ه& , !O.ه. F .H% LHMF و *K�HI.J.أ%& EF*ن /BC ة 

�MF.H%  Q*ز >� أ%& F --- .ه.O! ة و BC/ ن*EF ,=4ي جTه ,=P?I يTه ,UF.1 يTه ,Vي ذهTا!. , ه$Eه =>P>K يTه

*Jةب.ش آ B4واج, %& آL%و5] ا --- =OIز \�>Jاوج, آL%و5] ا &MBآ ,I ن*E!&:;! .H>وح %$ار راج F ه. ب.ش$:... ---

4! *OQ�! 3Cش;*%*+! .OBا ب7 وا%* آ$Eه Uه.P� *` .UHBا بT< ,وح ج*ز J3 آCش .HJ:ب &' ;F &راآ .P:%وح , ا Jآ

.H>3 %$اره. راجCشaC%ه. ا$:I --- .ه$:I  ,.ه$:Ib4>%ه,  ا$:IVهT%ا .,surtout .Oو هTه b!.?;%  ... 3ا% اج �و آ.!

 ... d! Q!valise ا% اج4f --- dB' 3\ و  ا%@4\ ه$ا!.  هTا,$اك ا%@4\هوا!Q! a ي %dF O؟ !Q ي , واش !Q ي

 '& ال '& 4J!complet.ع , 'dB ا%�:= !4J.ع هE$اك, هTا ا%@dB' \4 هTوك ا%valise .gOQ ج.ب<& رب& 4f\ و

, آ$!  %O ا ا%�:=, alors... آ$!  %O ا ا%�:=, U آB$!  ا% اجdB' \43 ا%�:= و 'dB شO*ع --- !Q;<*ها%@... %�*ا�]

 i.;< ا وTو آ Uه*>;Q! ع*OQ%ه$وك ا .H>4M! و =:�و هTوك %�*ا!  ... j�J.ع ح*ا!H>4BM!valise ,valisej. ه$!) ا%

� ورا ا%�:= �4MF .HI.J$ ه$وك --- %;?.!b أ, '& ه$اك... %O ا< &' &%valise , ه$وك .H>راج UHأ%& ج.بen général 

=Kت %; و.O! --- Uه*@;! ....HJ4.ب�و آ.!� أ%& .  �I .<familleUHI.J<& ب.%O! ,.HJ1 , aB.ت %; وUHB@;F =K ل --- %

 .H>! Q! زمo 3) راج�5*ل %) ث.la perleVع ذه.J�  . !دة '& ا%$زا.I تoي وTه ,.HI.J� q!ر.J%ا aB%.7 بI .< ,

� r*رآ. '& --- ه$و %B.م. هTي ه& I perle<& ب.%& ب.%<& بE ي >. آ.�a أ%& !gOP ب.ل. وJ5.ش ب$ات و آ$اE% و ,

*F.' &%ن أ.OB;% ,اس ;%  t�� أ%& ش?B] ا�. �< ,toujours la perle =OIز =:� و آ& د!  هT!) %; وK= ا%

و آ.�a >. ...  هTي ه&3la perle ج.ب %O ا هT ا% اجزOI= !*روه. هE$ا!. و ا% اج3 ج.ب ال --- , !4M$وه. ه$ا

Vذه .H>4ج ,i$:I &%أ �� 5.ع o  .Si nonUH! QFب.س بH>! Q! $!L! d. ذهV آTا!.آ.!� أ%&, آ.!! x% ا >. آ.ن وTه  ,

UH! QF &ه .H>ا --- %$ار راج O% UH!$F &%أ j!ا*�% ,en généralة BC/ &أ%& و ه �< .H>! QF .ه.O! .  

   ي ا%$ار وo ه&؟  و ه* أ%& !Q:س

� >g وا%$!d, آ3 واح$ و ا%O+$ور ça dépendا%$ار,  ا%$ار؟ o:فEP! &%أ �� وح$i, آ.!EP! دار و i$:I &%أ �و . آ.!

 %O ا '& ا%$زا!  >. I:$ه.ش en général  ه& ça dépendا%$ار. آ3 واح$ و آi.?B. آ.!� أ%& >. I:$ش و !E ي

responsabilitéا%$ار &'  ,F &MF 3Cه&ش �EP .d!$%وا $:I �EP! oي و E! oي دار و Q! UOx! &%ا% اج3 ه* أ ,

dKه* !$ب  را ,O%[B4ح �             . هTي ه&. F$!:&, و!� F+$ر F$!:&.  ا F+*%* أ�. �M& أد!:& و!
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English translation: 
 
F: They tell you that we in Algeria, well—uh—us Kabyles1—especially in the Galabili 
region, in Algeria, I mean—uh—they tell you that, from when the girl is small, her 
mother starts to prepare her trousseau; we say “trousseau” in Arabic which is “trousseau” 
in French. They tell you that from when she is small her mother—uh—collects for her: a 
dress from there, something from there, a ring from there, some gold from there and a 
necklace from there so that when she grows up and reaches—uh—the age of marriage, 
she has things to take to her husband’s house. I mean—uh—it seems that people are 
embarrassed to send their daughters just like that, as we say, without anything. If they 
can, why not—you know, women want their daughters to go—when she goes to her 
husband’s house, she sort of should have—uh—have things like clothes, gold and all 
sorts of things like that. And then the man, what does he buy, what does he buy for his 
bride? He buys this set; this set that the man buys has—uh—a set and suitcase— I think it 
is a set and a suitcase. The set has candles and henna; it can be bought complete like that 
from the shops. The set has henna and candles—uh—they light the candles and with it 
there is a suitcase—a suitcase of things— And these things the woman— So, after the 
henna day, they take out—uh—the things in the suitcase that the groom brought and 
these things in general are given—uh— The bride’s mother—the bride’s mother gives 
them to—uh—her relatives: her sister or, I don’t know, her family members. And there 
are some people who say that the man also has to buy the bride a piece of gold jewelry. 
This has become a tradition in Algeria; I don’t know when it started. I know that in the 
old days people didn’t have it. But now—uh—nowadays—in the past few years when I 
started to see weddings, the piece of jewelry is always there. And when the bride does the 
henna and they bring this, they sort of show this is what the man brought—uh—the man 
brought this jewel for the woman. And some bring her gold as well; there are some 
people who are well-off and they bring her more golden things. The other things that the 
woman takes to her husband’s house, she is the one who buys them. In general, her 
mother collects them from when she [the bride] was small. 
S: And is he the one who buys the house or is it her? 
F: The house? The house depends on everyone’s ability; some live with their parents and 
some have their own house and live by themselves. And there are some who don’t have it 
and rent one. The house depends on each person. But, generally in Algeria, the woman is 
not responsible for buying a house; she just comes to live. It is the man who needs to 
think whether to buy a house or rent or live with his parents; he has to figure it out 
himself. The woman just says, “You take me wherever, where you can find a place.” This 
is all.     
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Kabyle: From the Arabic word Kaba’il, meaning “tribes.” It refers to a people, one of four different 
groups in Algeria claiming Berber ethnicity. It also refers to the language spoken by these groups which is 
one of the Berber, or Tamazight dialects. 
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